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On July 25th, 2023, the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (“Teamster”) reached a

tentative agreement with United Parcel Service (“UPS”), affecting more than 340,000 UPS

workers.1 A month later, on August 22nd, 86% of the union members voted in favor of ratifying

the National Master Agreement.2 The negotiated agreement not only prevented one of the largest

strikes in U.S. history, but also raised the bar for all workers in the labor movement.3 This entire

conflict demonstrates the importance of negotiations and dispute resolution because negotiation

was able to help avoid a major strike and negotiate a favorable contract.

The previous UPS national contract was set to expire on August 1st, 2023.4 Hence,

negotiations began in April and led up to June, before negotiations broke down.5 Prior to the

breakdown of negotiations, Teamster demanded changes such as living-wages for part-time

employees, more full-time positions, elimination of a two-tier system that disfavors new hires,

ending of forced overtime, and more pay hikes to compensate for the hardship endured through

the pandemic.6 On the other hand, UPS wanted a compromise and was prepared to increase pay
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and benefits, but not at the expense of its ability to compete in the long term.7 Although much of

the issues were resolved, negotiations broke down due to lack of improvements in pay for

part-time workers.8

Due to breakdowns in negotiations, a strike was imminent and a strike of 340,000 UPS

workers would have been the largest strike in U.S. history.9 If the strike had happened it would

have cost UPS more than $800,000,000 and would have resulted in a $1,100,000,000 in lost

wages.10 The strike also would’ve been devastating to the U.S. economy due to UPS handling

one out of every four packages in the U.S. which is the equivalent of 6% of the country’s GDP.11

That amount was not something competitors such as Fedex and U.S. Postal Service can take on.12

Fortunately, the strike was averted as the negotiation resumed. Teamster was ultimately able to

raise the wages of UPS workers, create more full-time positions, and secure important workplace

protections.13

Teamster and UPS’s agreement demonstrates the importance of negotiations in conflict

resolution. From preventing an enormous strike to improving the lives of workers and their

families, effective negotiations are shown to be crucial in resolving conflicts. Especially when it

comes to labor contract negotiations, there are rarely clear cut or mutually agreed upon notions
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of fair salary and benefits package.14 Negotiation was especially important here because in

addition to the National Master Agreement, there were more than 40 supplement agreements to

be agreed upon.15 These supplement agreements requires both sides to take into account local

factors and also the pent up frustration from what happened during the pandemic.16 It was

evidently crucial that effective negotiations took place to help both sides obtain their goals and

ultimately prevent a major strike.

The main advantage of negotiation is that parties are allowed to control the process and

solution in a flexible manner.17 The process of negotiations is not without its flaws. As

demonstrated by Teamster and UPS, negotiations can easily break down with parties blaming

each other for walking away from table.18 But what is significant is that negotiations allow

parties to come back to the table. As mentioned, negotiations are very flexible and it’s evident

that parties can control the process of dispute resolutions, as it’s up to the parties to decide when

and how to come back to the table. Thus, an ideal negotiation solution is one that benefits

everyone.19 Which is the case here, as Teamster and UPS reached a historical solution that

significantly benefitted the workers without jeopardizing UPS’s ability to compete in the

industry.
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Other alternative dispute resolution strategies, such as mediation, can also be explored

going forward for labor contract negotiations. Mediation is often a means for resolving labor

management and international disputes, but it can also be used to settle conflict issues.20

Mediation revolves around a neutral third party allowing parties to discuss and explore a variety

of solutions.21 For instance, a mediator would be able to weigh the demands set forth by

Teamster and the interests of UPS as they determine to ratify the National Master Agreement and

supplements. But it’s still important to acknowledge the achievement that Teamster and UPS

obtained through effective negotiations as they avoided the biggest strikes in U.S. history and

improved the lives of many UPS workers and their families.
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